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ABSTRACT 
Modeling Combustion of Multicomponent Fuel Droplets: Formulation and Application to 
Transportation Fuels. (December 2004) 
Kannan Vittilapuram Subramanian, B.En. and M.S., Birla Institute of Technology and Science, 
Pilani 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Kalyan Annamalai 
 
 
 
The quasi-steady, spherically symmetric combustion of multicomponent isolated fuel 
droplets has been modeled using modified Shvab-Zeldovich variable mechanism. Newly 
developed modified Shvab-Zeldovich equations have been used to describe the gas phase 
reactions. Vapor-liquid equilibrium model has been applied to describe the phase change at the 
droplet surface. Constant gas phase specific heats are assumed. The liquid phase is assumed to 
be of uniform composition and temperature. Radiative heat transfer between the droplet and 
surroundings is neglected. 
The results of evaporation of gasoline with discrete composition of hydrocarbons have been 
presented. The evaporation rates seem to follow the pattern of volatility differentials. The 
evaporation rate constant was obtained as 0.344mm2/sec which compared well with the unsteady 
results of Reitz et al. The total evaporation time of the droplet at an ambience of 1000K was 
estimated to be around 0.63 seconds. Next, the results of evaporation of representative diesel 
fuels have been compared with previously reported experimental data. The previous experiments 
showed sufficient liquid phase diffusional resistance in the droplet. Numerical results are 
consistent with the qualitative behavior of the experiments. The quantitative deviation during the 
vaporization process can be attributed to the diffusion time inside the droplet which is 
unaccounted for in the model. Transient evaporation results have also been presented for the 
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representative diesel droplets. The droplet temperature profile indicates that the droplet 
temperature does not reach an instantaneous steady state as in the case of single-component 
evaporation. 
To perform similar combustion calculations for multicomponent fuel droplets, no simple 
model existed prior to this work. Accordingly, a new simplified approximate mechanism for 
multicomponent combustion of fuel droplets has been developed and validated against several 
independent data sets. The new mechanism is simple enough to be used for computational 
studies of multicomponent droplets. 
The new modified Shvab-Zeldovich mechanism for multicomponent droplet combustion has 
been used to model the combustion characteristics of a binary alcohol-alkane droplet and 
validated against experimental data. Burn rate for the binary droplet of octanol-undecane was 
estimated to be 1.17mm2/sec in good concurrence with the experimental value of 0.952mm2/sec 
obtained by Law and Law. The model has then been used to evaluate the combustion 
characteristics of diesel fuels assuming only gas phase reactions. Flame sheet approximation has 
been invoked in the formulation of the model. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Dimensional Parameters 
a  radius of droplet (m) 
cp specific heat at constant pressure (kJ kg-1 K-1) 
D diffusion coefficient (m2 s-1) 
hc enthalpy of combustion (kJ kg-1) 
ht thermal enthalpy (kJ kg-1) 
α evaporation/burning rate constant, -d (ds2)/dt 
L enthalpy of vaporization (kJ kg-1) 
m mass evaporation/burn rate (kg s-1) 
p partial pressure (bar) 
P absolute pressure (bar) 
.
q  chemical heat generation rate (kJ m-3) 
r radial distance (m) 
R  universal gas constant (kJ kg-1 K-1) 
T  temperature (K) 
→
v  species bulk velocity (m s-1) 
'''.
w  chemical production rate (kg m-3) 
W  molecular weight (kg kmol-1) 
Dimensionless Parameters 
B transfer number 
H heat input function 
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s 
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,
,
2
υ
∞
 
X mole fraction 
Y  mass fraction 
2o
υ  stoichiometric oxidizer to fuel mass ratio 
avgo ,2
υ  iio ευ ,2∑  
Greek Symbols 
β SZ variable 
∇  differential operator 
ε flux ratio 
λ thermal conductivity (kJ m-1 K-1) 
ρ density (kg m-3) 
ξ rate of evaporation 
Subscripts 
avg average conditions 
A component A 
bp boiling condition 
B component B  
comb combustion 
evap evaporation 
f flame 
F fuel species 
g gaseous phase 
 ix
i ith component 
iso isolated 
I inert species 
l liquid phase 
multi multiple component 
N total number of species 
o oxidizer species 
sat saturation 
 w  interface conditions at droplet wall 
∞ ambient conditions 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The total energy consumption has been projected to increase annually at an average annual 
rate of 1.5% (Annual Energy Outlook1). Transportation energy demand has been projected to 
grow at an average annual rate of 2.0%. The higher level of consumption in the transportation 
sector results from the higher forecast of vehicle miles traveled and lower level of vehicle 
efficiency. Thus, despite efforts to utilize renewable energy resources, a majority of all energy 
consumed is derived from the combustion of fossil fuels. Fig. 1.1 indicates energy consumption 
by fuel with projections up to 2025. As we continue to rely on liquid petroleum based fuels as a 
major source of energy despite their finite supply, it is of great importance to maximize the 
efficiency of the devices which burn these fuels. The most effective way to achieve this goal is 
through a fundamental understanding of liquid vaporization and combustion processes. 
Vaporization and combustion of droplets and sprays has been an issue of much interest for 
decades because of its significance in engineering applications. Along with experimental studies, 
substantial effort has been made to predict the behavior of vaporizing droplets and sprays 
numerically. 
In practical applications, liquid fuels are introduced into combustion devices as sprays of 
droplets. In most spark ignition engines, the sprays are vaporized and mixed with air prior to 
ignition. In other applications, such as diesel engines, jet engines and furnaces, combustion 
occurs next to the point of injection. The former case results in an essentially premixed flame 
while the latter results can result in flames varying from premixed, group and individual drop 
flame. 
 
This thesis follows the style and format of the Journal of the Institute of Energy. 
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Fig. 1.1 Energy consumption by fuel (quadrillion Btu’s) from 1970-2025 (Source: Annual 
Energy Outlook 2003, EIA). 
 
 
 
In both cases, the underlying chemical, thermodynamic and transport processes are obscured by 
the complex, turbulent hydrodynamic environment inherent to these systems. 
A simple experiment to fundamentally study the underlying physical phenomena of liquid 
spray combustion is to study the combustion of a single, isolated fuel droplet. In the simplified 
model, liquid phase transport of species, phase change, gas phase transport, gas phase chemical 
reaction and regression of the liquid surface are all present and coupled. Accordingly, the 
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combustion of isolated liquid droplet has served as the basis for much of the development of 
combustion theory. 
In this thesis, the results of evaporation of gasoline and diesel fuels based on previously 
developed vaporization model of Annamalai et al.2 and the formulation of an approximate 
combustion model for multicomponent droplets is presented. The model has then been validated 
and applied to representative diesel fuels. In the introductory section, brief reviews of droplet 
evaporation and combustion theory will be presented along with an organization of the new 
formulation and results, which will be presented in subsequent sections. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 DROPLET COMBUSTION THEORY 
Research on evaporation/gasification and combustion of fuel droplets commands both 
practical and fundamental interest to energy and combustion science. Hence, it is of paramount 
importance to study and understand the modes of droplet combustion. On the fundamental 
aspect, droplet combustion is a problem involving complex chemically reacting multicomponent 
mechanism with phase change, rich in physical and chemical phenomena. 
Some possible droplet combustion modes (Sirignano and Law3) are shown in Figs. 2.1-2.3. 
In Fig. 2.1, the fuel droplet is motionless in a stagnant, gravity-free, oxidizing environment of 
infinite extent. The lack of either forced or natural convection implies the assumption of 
spherical symmetry. The basic mechanisms leading to the complete gasification of the droplet 
are heat and mass diffusion due to the existence of temperature and concentration gradients, the 
radial velocity convection because of the continuous transfer of mass from the droplet surface to 
the ambience, and chemical reaction in the flame region. The burning is of diffusion-flame type 
in which the outwardly diffusing fuel vapor and the inwardly diffusing oxidizer gas approach the 
reaction zone in approximate stoichiometric proportion. Reaction between fuel vapor and 
oxidant is rapid and intense, implying that the reaction zone is thin and very little reactants can 
leak through the flame. The heat generated at the flame is transported both outward and inward 
to heat up the approaching oxidizer and fuel gases in order to achieve ignition. The rest of the 
inwardly transported heat is used for droplet heating and to effect liquid gasification. 
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic of spherically symmetric droplet combustion. 
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic showing convective droplet combustion without flow separation  (Law7). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 Schematic showing convective droplet combustion with flow separation (Law7). 
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In the presence of either forced or/and natural convection, a non-radial relative velocity 
exists between the droplet and the surrounding gas. The shear stress exerted by the gas flow on 
the surface drags the liquid mass near the surface and hence induces a recirculatory motion 
within the droplet as shown in Fig. 2.2. For higher rates of external convection, flow separation 
occurs creating wake regions both inside and outside of the droplet as shown in Fig. 2.3. The 
presence of non-radial convection generally enhances the transport rates and thereby the 
gasification rate. 
The theory behind d2-law is that as gasification proceeds, the diameter of the droplet 
decreases with time. Most of the experimental data suggests linear correlation of d2 with time. 
The classical d2-law for droplet combustion was formulated in the early 1950’s by Godsave4 and 
Spalding5 assuming that gas phase chemical reaction is infinitely fast with respect to gas phase 
transport, thus confining chemical reaction to an infinitely thin sheet as shown in Fig. 2.4. The 
temperature and concentration profiles, which are typical of diffusion burning, is also illustrated. 
The other assumptions incorporated in the formulation of the d2-law (Williams6 and Law7) are 
stated in Table 2.1. The d2-law theory predicts that the droplet burn rate, flame position, and 
flame temperature remain constant throughout the droplet burning lifetime. 
In the d2-law formulation, the droplet burn rate, flame standoff ratio and flame temperature 
are given by (Law8) 
)1ln(8)(
2
BD
dt
ddK
l
s +=−=
ρ
ρ
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic of classical d2-law single droplet combustion model (Godsave4). 
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Table 2.1. Assumptions incorporated in the formulation of d2-law for droplet combustion 
1. Spherical symmetry 
2. Isolated droplet in infinite medium. 
3. Constant ambient pressure 
4. Chemical reaction infinitely fast compared to gas phase diffusion 
5. Quasi steady gas phase processes 
6. Uniform droplet temperature; no droplet heating 
7. Radiation effects from the droplet are neglected. 
8. Lewis number is assumed unity for all species in gas phase, i.e. 
pc
D λρ =  
9. Constant gas phase transport properties and thermal capacity. 
10. Negligible buoyancy. 
 
 
 
where rw is the droplet radius, ρl the liquid density, ρ the gas density, rf the flame radius, dw is the 
droplet diameter, α the evaporation (αevap) or burning rate constant (αcomb), D the gas phase 
diffusion coefficient, B the Spalding transfer number, Yo,∞  is the ambient oxygen mass fraction, 
2o
υ  the stoichiometric oxidizer to fuel mass ratio, Tf the flame temperature, T∞ the ambient 
temperature, Tw the droplet surface or wall temperature, hc the heat of combustion of the liquid 
fuel and L, the latent heat of vaporization. The transfer number B, is a non-dimensional 
parameter measuring the ratio of drive toward vaporization through the heat of combustion 
(along with sensible enthalpy difference between the ambient environment and the droplet 
surface), divided by the resistance to vaporization through the heat of vaporization: 
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For the combustion of most fuels in air, the Spalding transfer number is typically between 1 and 
10. 
Equations (2.1)-(2.3) reproduce experimental observations to varying degrees of accuracy. 
For single component droplets, the droplet burning rate is nearly constant over most of the 
droplet lifetime. Also, the qualitative predictions are quite correct as experiments show that the 
burning rate increases with increasing D
c gp
g ρλ ~
,
 and decreases with increasing ρl. Quantitative 
agreement between experiment and Equation (2.1) can also be achieved provided that 
appropriate selections of transport properties are made. The flame temperature predicted by 
Equation (2.3) is essentially the adiabatic flame temperature for the stoichiometric reaction 
between the liquid fuel and the oxidizer-inert mixture. Quantitative agreement in this case can be 
obtained by assuming suitable specific heat to account for dissociated products. The flame stand-
off ratio, which under some experimental conditions can approach a constant value, is over-
predicted by Equation (2.2). That the quantitative agreement is much worse for the flame 
position than for the burning rate is easily explained. The assumptions incorporated into the d2-
law analysis yield a flame position which is virtually independent of thermal/transport 
parameters. Thus, there are no parameters to choose to obtain quantitative flame temperature 
agreement. Thus, in summary, while the d2-law (without use of suitable property ρD) has been 
pretty useful in a qualitative sense, it cannot simultaneously predict the burning rate, flame 
position and flame temperature. Fig. 2.5 shows the typical d2-law burn rates, regression and 
flame front as a function of time. 
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Further experimental evidence (Kumagai et al.9, Law et al.10) on spherically symmetric 
droplet combustion over the years revealed certain qualitatively different behaviors, indicating 
the existence of serious weaknesses in the d2-law. Fig. 2.6 shows that immediately after ignition, 
there exists a short period during which the droplet size changes very little (i.e. the burning rate 
is initially much lower than would be predicted by d2-law). This is probably due to unsteady 
behavior in the initial periods. 
Fig. 2.5 Droplet surface regression, flame standoff ratio and burn rate as a function of time as 
predicted by quasi-steady formulation. 
 
 
 
Secondly, the flame standoff ratio rather varies with time. For environments with low 
oxygen concentration, the flame standoff continuously increases while, for environments with 
higher oxygen concentration, the flame standoff initially increases and then approaches a 
constant value. 
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Fig. 2.6 Actual observations indicating heat up time and flame stand off variations as a function 
of time. 
 
 
 
Both these deviations were found to be consequences of initial conditions which were not 
included in the d2-law. By relaxing some assumptions the deviations were satisfactorily 
explained. The initial slow rate of surface regression is primarily due to the need to heat up the 
initially cold droplet to a temperature hot enough to sustain steady state burning; frequently this 
temperature is close to the liquid’s boiling point under the prevailing pressure. An energy 
balance as shown in Fig. 2.7 at the droplet surface shows that heat conducted to the surface from 
the gas phase balances with the heat lost by conduction into the droplet interior and heat lost 
from the surface due to vaporization phase change. Initially, when the droplet temperature is 
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low, much of the heat is conducted inward, resulting in a lower rate of vaporization. Once the 
droplet heats up toward the liquid boiling point, little heat is conducted inward and the 
vaporization rate reaches its quasi-steady value. Since droplet heating and gasification are 
mutually exclusive, droplet heating is mostly over in about the first 10% of the droplet life time. 
For the remaining period, d2 should vary linearly with time. During multicomponent combustion, 
the droplet heating time differs depending upon components through their boiling points, latent 
heats and thermal properties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7 Relaxation in d2-law assumption: Energy equation at interface accounting for droplet 
heat-up. 
 
 
 
Accounting for the accumulation of fuel vapor between the liquid droplet and the flame 
(Law8) explains the variation in flame position with time. In the d2-law formulation, it is 
implicitly assumed that the rate of vaporization at the droplet surface is directly equal to the rate 
of consumption of fuel at the flame sheet. Initially, before ignition, the amount of fuel vapor 
present in the inner region as shown in Fig. 2.8 (between the droplet and flame) is less as the 
droplet temperature is low and steady state burning has not yet been achieved. At this stage, 
flame must lie closer to the droplet surface since fuel vapor mass fraction at the wall is low and 
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hence the stoichiometric surface is closer to the drop surface. As the droplet temperature 
increases to a steady state, the gasification rate is enhanced and the amount of fuel vapor 
accumulating in the inner region also increases. This causes the flame to move away from the 
surface. In environments with low oxygen concentration, the flame location continuously 
increases while in environments with higher oxygen concentration, the flame location reaches a 
steady state after some time (Law et al.10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8 Relaxation in d2-law assumption: Vapor accumulation between flame and droplet. 
 
 
 
Thus, by incorporating the following two corrections, a more accurate model can be 
developed. The droplet heating may be modeled by simply including a term for heat conduction 
to the droplet interior with the latent heat accounting for droplet vaporization. The amount of 
heat conducted inside can be determined by solving the temperature distribution within the 
droplet. The fuel accumulation can be accommodated by modifying the mass conservation 
equation to the following: Gasification rate at droplet surface= Consumption rate at flame+ 
Accumulation rate/Depletion rate in the inner region. Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show these two 
additions. 
           a 
Drop 
Inner Region 
Outer Region 
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2.2 MULTICOMPONENT DROPLET COMBUSTION THEORY 
The droplet combustion theory previously described used pure fuels. Recent trends in the 
design of engines and formulation of fuel blends indicate that multicomponent effects will 
become more prominent in the utilization of liquid fuels which are primarily used in the field of 
transportation. With more demand in improving fuel efficiency by controlling the process of 
combustion, the motivation to understand the multicomponent effects on combustion has 
increased. The widely different physical and chemical properties of the constituents of these 
hybrid fuels necessitate the study of multicomponent effects. In the study to such an effect, the 
relative volatilities of the constituents and their composition within the droplet demand 
consideration. The other factor to be considered would be the mixing of the constituents inside 
the droplet. This more or less influences the rate with which the liquid components can be 
brought to the surface where gasification occurs. 
The gasification of the volatile component requires that it be brought to the surface before it 
can be gasified. The regressing droplet can be a way or it can be achieved passively through 
diffusion and internal mixing or circulation. The liquid phase mass diffusion is a very slow 
process and Landis and Mills11 have shown that if it controls the rate, then there is a very high 
probability that the volatile and non-volatile components will be trapped within the droplet 
during most of the droplet lifetime. Under this situation the relative volatilities of the individual 
components cannot be the dominating factors in effecting gasification. On the other hand, in the 
presence of internal circulation Law12 has shown that liquid-phase mass transport is facilitated 
such that the relative volatilities exert much stronger influence on the individual gasification 
rates. Thus, the combustion characteristics of a multicomponent droplet can be discussed in the 
two extreme rates of internal mixing, namely diffusion limit and distillation limit. In the former, 
there is no motion within the droplet interior such that diffusion is the only active transport 
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mode. In the latter, it is assumed that mixing occurs so fast that the states within the droplet 
interior are uniform. 
In the formulation of a model for multicomponent combustion using a instantaneous mass 
transport (mixing) model, the overall burn rate, flame stand-off ratio and flame temperature are 
given by (Law12) 
)1ln( BmF +=                                                                                                                          (2.5) 
 
)/()1)(( ,,,,,, fFwFwFfiwiwii YYYYYY −−−+=ε                                                                                (2.6) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.9 Profile of multicomponent fuel vapor species in gas phase assuming flame sheet 
combustion. 
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where H is the heat input function and the species weighted quantities, designated by “^” are 
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non-dimensional temperature defined as CPT’ where T’ is the temperature. The heat input 
function and the transfer number B is given as 
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The generalized expressions above can be solved for pure combustion by setting Yi,f=YF,f=0 
or for pure evaporation by setting Yo,∞=0 and Yi,f=Yi,∞. Fig. 2.9 reveals qualitatively the profiles 
of a multicomponent fuel vapor species in gas phase for the formulation given above. If the 
states of the liquid remained quasi-steady during evaporation, as would be the case when all 
modes of heat and mass transport inside the droplet ceases, steady state evaporation prevails and 
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H=0 and the mass fractions in liquid phase of all the components remain constant. In reality, 
however, the droplet temperature and the composition vary temporally. 
2.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis presents a new formulation for multicomponent droplet combustion using double 
Shvab-Zeldovich coupling. An approximate approach is outlined and derived for a simple case 
of two component fuels, which can be extended to multiple components. The formulated model 
is applied to representative transportation fuels and validated with existing experimental data. 
In Section 3, the objective of the thesis is outlined. The motivating factors behind the 
undertaking of the thesis are briefly stated. 
In Section 4, the evaporation model and the newly formulated double Shvab-Zeldovich 
combustion model is discussed. The different assumptions which are incorporated in the 
formulation are outlined and the validity of the assumptions is explored. The formulation is 
based on the assumption of 
2,oc
h  values for different hydrocarbons. The results that have been 
outlined are for a two component fuel species and can be extended comfortably to 
multicomponent species.  
In Section 5, the models described in Section 4 are validated with existing experimental data 
and the results presented and discussed. Since evaporation and combustion characteristics of 
transportation fuels of the likes of gasoline and diesel have not been explored so far, the model is 
used to get the approximate characteristics for some representative fuels of the kind. The 
evaporation model is applied to a gasoline droplet with discrete composition of hydrocarbons 
and the evaporation rates of the components of the droplet are determined. The results seem to 
indicate gasification resembling batch distillation. The model is then applied to diesel fuels 
represented by bi-component alkanes. The variation in composition of the volatile component is 
then plotted temporally and compared with experimental values. The variations closely matched 
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the qualitative behavior of the experiments. The quantitative deviations were more towards the 
latter part of the droplet lifetime when the experiments seemed to suggest a dominant factor in 
the name of diffusional resistance with decreasing volatility differentials among the components. 
The combustion model is then validated for a simple alcohol-alkane binary droplet. The burn-
rate constant from experiment and the model matches closely. The model is then applied to 
representative diesel fuels and the results compared with experimental data. The numerical 
results matched appreciably with the experimental results. The results seem to suggest that the 
liquid phase diffusion limits burning to an extent. 
In Section 6, results are summarized as to the formulation, application and validation and the 
limitations of the model are stated. 
In Section 7, a brief overview of future work is presented. The current trends in 
multicomponent research are briefly mentioned. 
The detailed derivation of the formulation is outlined in the Appendix. 
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3. OBJECTIVE 
Over the years, for simplicity, fuels have been represented as a single component fuel in 
most multi dimensional models. However, single component fuel models have not been able to 
predict the complex behavior of the vaporization and combustion of multicomponent fuels of the 
likes of gasoline and diesel which are primarily used in the field of transportation. The 
preferential vaporization of light-end components in these multicomponent fuels greatly affects 
the fuel species distribution and ignition behavior near the spray and cannot be represented by 
single component fuel models. 
The objective of the present work is divided into two categories: 
1. To model the evaporation characteristics of multicomponent isolated transportation fuel 
droplets by applying the methodology developed by Annamalai et al.2. Evaporation 
characteristics of a discrete model of gasoline is of interest for analysis and is proposed to be 
predicted. The model will then be applied to representative diesel fuels and the results will 
be validated against existing experimental data. 
2 To develop a model to evaluate the combustion characteristics of multicomponent isolated 
fuel droplets by using double Shvab-Zeldovich formulation. The model will then be 
validated against available experimental data for a multicomponent fuel and then applied to 
diesel fuels. 
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4. THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF EVAPORATION AND 
COMBUSTION MODELS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this section, the evaporation and combustion models applicable to evaluate the 
vaporization characteristics of multicomponent droplets are described. The evaporation model is 
used to predict the evaporation characteristics of discretely compositional droplet of gasoline and 
diesel fuels. The combustion model is based on double Shvab-Zeldovich coupling of the vapor 
species of the multicomponent fuel. 
4.2 DROPLET EVAPORATION MODEL 
A spherical liquid droplet with a large number of components vaporizing without chemical 
reactions, in a relatively low-pressure (ambient) gaseous environment is considered. The droplet 
evaporation calculations presented in this section were performed using the quasi steady, 
uniform- temperature-concentration model developed by Annamalai et al.2 The numerical model 
simulates a spherically symmetric, isobaric evaporation of a multicomponent fuel droplet in an 
infinite stagnant ambience. The computations consider molecular transport and energy transport 
in the gas phase; liquid-vapor equilibrium at the droplet surface. The droplet temperature and 
compositional variation are then passively computed. In this section, the equations governing the 
gas-phase and vapor-liquid interface are described along with the boundary and initial 
conditions. 
The situation considered is a spherically symmetric evaporation of a multicomponent droplet 
of radius a, temperature Tw and consisting of compounds characterized by their respective mass 
fractions Yi, molecular weights Wi, latent heats of vaporization Li, normal boiling temperatures at 
atmospheric pressure Tbp. The atmosphere is characterized by temperature T∞, pressure P∞, and 
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mass fractions Yo,∞ of an oxidizing gas ‘o’ and YI,∞ of an inert gas, say nitrogen. For the case of 
evaporation we assume that there is no oxidizing environment present and set Yo,∞ to zero. 
4.2.1 Gas Phase 
With the utilization of the assumptions that the gas phase is quasi-steady and that the droplet 
has infinite thermal conductivity and diffusivity, the species and mass conservation equations 
can be solved to get the flux ratios εi and evaporation rate ξi of an N component fuel. The 
conservation equations of mass, species and energy presented below are sufficient to describe the 
spherically symmetric gas phase surrounding the liquid droplet (Williams13): 
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where ρg is the density of the gas mixture, cp,g the specific heat of the gas mixture at constant 
pressure, λg the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture, Yg,i the mass fraction of the ith species in 
the gas phase, Tg the temperature of the gas mixture, ht the thermal enthalpy of the gas phase 
species, vr the fluid velocity in the radial direction, r the radial coordinate. The density of the fuel 
vapor species in the gas phase is assumed to be governed by the ideal gas equation of state: 
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To get the species and the temperature profiles, Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are integrated over the 
spatial coordinate with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. For the calculations 
described in this thesis, temperature-average formulations are employed to evaluate the gas 
phase property of interest namely the binary diffusion coefficient. It is evaluated using the 
Chapman-Enskog formulation (Turns14) which utilizes the Lennard-Jones potential well depth 
and collision diameter. The value of ρgDg is assumed to be constant for all vapor species. Thus, 
this product for a representative species is used for computations. The binary diffusion 
coefficient is computed using the following relationship: 
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Usually, the overall properties of the mixture vary considerably throughout the gas phase. 
The variation in the overall mixture properties is due to the variation in temperature as well as 
species concentrations throughout the gas phase. Most of the earlier droplet combustion theories 
assume unity Lewis number for each gas phase species. The Lewis number of each ith species is 
defined as: 
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where Di is the mass diffusivity of the ith species as calculated by Equation (4.5). The 
evaporation model used in this thesis uses the unity Lewis number assumption, wherein λ/cP is 
set equal to ρD. The solution for the temperature and the compositional variation in the gas 
phase is given by: (Annamalai et al.2) 
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where the non-dimensional ξ is defined as (Annamalai15)  
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Using interface species and energy equation, the fuel species mass fraction at the droplet surface 
is given as:  
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where εi is defined as 
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We define the variable ht as the thermal enthalpy given by: 
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Setting the thermal enthalpy at the droplet wall as the reference value and utilizing the interface 
energy conservation, the evaporation rate is obtained as 
 
ln 1w evapB ξ = +                                                                                                                   (4.13) 
 
where Bevap is called as the transfer number for evaporation defined as 
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One may verify that the result given by Equation (4.14) is identically same as the one given 
by Law in Equation (2.10) when one sets Yo,∞=0 in Equation (2.10). 
4.2.2 Vapor-Liquid Interface 
At the liquid-vapor interface, the vapor and liquid phases are assumed to be in equilibrium. 
For a liquid-vapor system in equilibrium, the gas phase mole fractions at the droplet surface, Xg,i 
are related to the liquid phase mole fractions, Xl,i through the following relation: 
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pXX
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where pisat is the saturation pressure of the pure ith component, and P∞ is the total pressure. It is to 
be noted that the gas phase is assumed to be a mixture of perfect gases as the solution is assumed 
to be ideal. This equation is representative of Raoult’s law where the vapor is assumed to be 
saturated. Furthermore, the partial pressure of each component in the mixture is evaluated using 
the Clausius-Clapyron equation. Thus, the partial pressure of each pure ith component is 
computed using the following relation: 
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where Tbp,i refers to the boiling temperature of the pure species i at P0=1bar. In order to calculate 
the flux ratios of the individual components, Equation (3.10) is used. The molar and mass 
fractions are related through 
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Using Equations (4.9)-(4.14), the evaporation rate of the isolated fuel droplet and the 
individual species can be determined. The other parameters of interest including the changes 
occurring in the liquid phase are discussed in detail in the next section.  
4.3 DROPLET COMBUSTION MODEL 
The previous section outlined the gas phase heat and mass transfer controlled vaporization of 
a multicomponent droplet in a stagnant, unbounded atmosphere. The combustion model 
described in this section is a simple way of determining the combustion rate of a 
multicomponent fuel. The development of this model is warranted because most of the liquid 
fuels employed in engines and power plants are mixtures of many chemical compounds with 
widely different volatilities. For example, a typical gasoline fuel consists of over 200 
hydrocarbons which range from a lower boiling point of 300K to a final boiling point that can be 
as high as 500K. It is henceforth uncertain that a single, representative surrogate fuel can be 
selected such that the single component droplet vaporization theory be utilized to predict the 
evaporation and combustion behavior of a multicomponent fuel. Although the extremes in the 
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characteristics can be estimated by representing the fuel by its least or most volatile component, 
such results will be far from the exact mechanism required for optimal design considerations. 
The two complexities that are considered in comparison with a single droplet model are the 
following. Firstly, the species vapor transport in the gas phase and the phase change process at 
the interface are to be understood. Secondly, since in reality the evaporation process is time 
varying due to the continuous change in temperature and composition of the droplet as 
vaporization proceeds it is important to understand the heat and mass transport within the liquid. 
The assumptions used in developing this model are explored in detail in this section and its 
validity explored. Then, the formulation of the model is explained from the basic conservation 
equations. The detailed derivation of the calculation of the parameters of interest is shown in 
Appendix A and B. 
4.3.1 Assumptions 
The problem analyzed is a spherically symmetric vaporization of a multicomponent droplet 
of radius a, temperature Tw and consisting of compounds characterized by their respective mass 
fractions Yi,l, molecular weights Wi, latent heats of vaporization Li, normal boiling temperatures 
at atmospheric pressure Tbp. The atmosphere is characterized by temperature T∞, pressure P∞, and 
mass fractions Yo,∞ of an oxidizing gas ‘o’ and YI,∞ of an inert gas, say nitrogen. During 
combustion, it is assumed that the outwardly diffusing multicomponent fuel vapor F reacts 
stoichiometrically and completely with the inwardly diffusing oxidizer gas at an infinitely thin 
flame-front located at rf where ΣYi,f=0 for the N vaporizing species. 
It is further assumed for simplicity that the gas phase thermal conductivity coefficients λg 
and specific heats cg of the various species are constants and equal to each other, and that the gas 
phase Lewis number Le=λg/(cpρD) is unity. The formulation can be extended for variable 
properties at the expense of complicated mathematics. 
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The other parameters to be accounted for are the gas phase heat and mass transfer rates, 
liquid phase heat and mass transfer rates and the rate at which the droplet surface regresses. Due 
to higher liquid to gas density ratio, the liquid phase has higher mass and thermal inertia 
compared to gas phase. Hence, the states at the droplet surface can be considered almost frozen 
compared to the characteristic gas phase transport time. Thus it is justified to assume that the gas 
phase processes are quasi steady. 
It is also assumed in the formulation that internal circulation (mixing) is the rate-controlling 
process rather than liquid phase diffusion. Hence, it is assumed that the temperature and species 
concentrations within the droplet are maintained uniform (infinite thermal conductivity and mass 
diffusivity) due to circulation due to high diffusivity though this need not be the case always. As 
an additional note, it is to be understood that internal circulation can either be produced during 
the initial violent atomization process or arise as a result of natural or forced convection due to 
different densities of various components, which induces shear stress at the droplet surface. In 
either case, it is assumed that the droplet ceases to be viscous. 
4.3.2 Gas Phase  
With the above assumptions, the gas phase continuity, species and energy equations can be 
written in vectorial form as: 
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where '''
.
iw is the rate at which species i is consumed or produced, and 
.
q is the rate at which heat 
is generated chemically. For each of the species and energy equations, the first and second terms 
on the left hand side represent the convective and diffusive transport, while the right hand side is 
the chemical source/sink term. Since transportation fuels of the likes of gasoline, diesel, and 
kerosene are made of complex mixture of hydrocarbons whose detailed oxidation kinetic 
mechanism is not known, the detailed kinetics is approximated as a one step overall reaction 
between the fuel F and the oxidizer o. 
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where io ,2υ  is the stoichiometric mass coefficient of the oxidizer per unit mass of fuel species i 
consumed and hc,i is the associated heat release with species i. The fundamental equations in the 
case of multicomponent combustion problem are highly non-linear and coupling with the Yi and 
T variations offer a mathematical challenge. The combustion rate is determined by the 
formulation described below which uses double Shvab-Zeldovich coupling. 
A linear coupling of the species and energy equations described in Appendix A eliminates 
the reaction term and the following coupled equation is obtained: 
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The variable β is called as the Shvab-Zeldovich variable, which is defined in any of the 
following ways depending on the nature of coupling.  For a multicomponent fuel comprising of i 
species defined by the fundamental Equations (4.19) and (4.20), the Shvab-Zeldovich variable 
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coupling the fuel and oxidizer species is given as: (the variable is defined for just two species A 
and B here. It can be similarly extended to i species.) 
 
BBOAAOoBAO YYY ,, 2222 υυβ −−=−−                                                                                          (4.23) 
 
The variable can also be defined by coupling the fuel species with the energy equation. Such 
a coupling yields the Shvab-Zeldovich variable as: 
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By defining the Shvab-Zeldovich variable in any of the following ways through a coupling 
function, we get a chemically inert differential equation which is solved for Yi and is then 
substituted back in the energy equation to get the temperature distribution. This solution involves 
a devious procedure of non–dimensionalizing the parameters and solving.  
A novel way is developed in this thesis to simplify the computation of combustion 
parameters of interest without losing the exactness of the physics behind the problem. The 
approach makes use of the coupling between the oxidizer species and the energy equation to 
obtain a modified Shvab-Zeldovich variable. A new variable 
2,oc
h  is defined in the process. This 
variable represents the heating value of fuel per unit mass of stoichiometric oxygen consumed. It 
was found that this value was similar for all hydrocarbons found in fuels of the likes of gasoline 
and diesel. Table 4.1 summarizes this value for some hydrocarbons found in gasoline and diesel. 
Such a coupling gives the modified Shvab-Zeldovich variable as: 
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Table 4.1.  Values of 
2,oc
h  for some representative hydrocarbons found in gasoline and diesel 
 
Component hc (kJ/kg) 
2,C O
h  (kJ/kg) 
n-butane 49138 13726 
n-pentane 48635 13700 
n-hexane 48309 13684 
n-heptane 48073 13696 
n-octane 47886 13682 
benzene 41837 13630 
toluene 42436 13558 
decane 47638 13638 
dodecane 47477 13635 
tetradecane 47440 13671 
hexadecane 47249 13617 
 
 
 
To obtain the burn rate of the isolated fuel droplet, this variable is solved for using Equation 
(4.22). The non-dimensional burn rate is then obtained as: 
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where Bcomb of a multicomponent droplet is defined as the transfer number for combustion. 
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This relationship for the transfer number is a very simple expression involving the latent heat for 
the multiple species. In this case, Lmulti is given by: 
 
BBAAmulti LLL εε +=                                                                                                               (4.28) 
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The flux ratios or the fractional rate of combustion are required for the individual species in 
order to get the burn rate of the fuel droplet. By invoking the previously stated assumption that 
the reaction proceeds with an infinitely fast rate at an infinitesimally thin flame location rf and 
that the flame location for component A is same as that for component B, a simple relationship is 
obtained for the flux ratios. It is also the location where fuel species mass fractions are in 
stoichiometric proportion to the oxidizer mass fraction, i.e. YAνo2,A+YBνo2,B=Yo2. The solution of 
the species equations using the above assumption (Appendix C) yields: 
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Note that , , ,1 i w F w i wY Y Y− = = Σ  
4.3.3 Interface boundary conditions 
The approximate burn rate is obtained by applying the energy and interface boundary 
conditions and coupling them as shown below. The interface energy and species conservation are 
given as: 
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To obtain the burn rate, the boundary conditions are coupled to get a resultant condition 
given by: 
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where Lmulti has already been defined. Applying this boundary condition and solving for the burn 
rate yields the transfer number in terms of F and O2 as: 
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The final solution for the burn rate needs the computation of the droplet surface temperature. 
The new method described above is used to obtain the droplet temperature by comparing the 
values of the fuel vapor mass fraction and iterating. A new variable ‘s’ is defined to obtain the 
fuel mass fraction. The equation relating the two is given as: 
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A brief understanding of the phase change relations is required to obtain the desired 
parameter. 
4.3.4 Phase Change Relations 
Since the phase change processes usually occur at rates much faster than the gas phase 
transport rates, it is expected that the fuel vapor is always saturated at the droplet surface during 
evaporation. The partial saturation vapor pressure pi,w  of each component at the droplet surface 
can be determined by assuming that the liquid mixture behaves as an ideal mixture such that 
Raoult’s law is satisfied. Hence: 
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This equation states that the partial pressure for species i in a mixture is proportional to its 
vapor pressure when it is in the pure state, the proportionality constant being its mole fraction in 
the mixture. This assumption that the mixture behaves ideally is the simplest conceivable, from 
either a mathematical or physical viewpoint. The equilibrium vapor pressure for the pure liquid 
is then given by Clausius-Clapyron relation already discussed in Equation (4.16). The mass 
fractions of the different components are then evaluated using Equation (4.17).  
4.3.5 Solutions  
Now that the mass fractions of the fuel species have been obtained for assumed Tw,, the flux 
ratios are evaluated using Equation (4.28). The transfer number is then estimated using Equation 
(4.27) and it is used to calculate the new fuel mass fraction using Equation (4.33). This value is 
then compared with the value for mass fraction obtained using Raoult’s law. The wall 
temperature is then iterated till the two values for the mass fractions match. It is then possible to 
get an explicit relation for flame location using the solution for the species equation involving 
the modified SZ variable Fo −2β  and invoking the thin flame assumption. Since we are not 
interested in the location of the flame, the derivation is confined to Appendix D.  
If the liquid properties are assumed to remain uniform, then all modes of transport within the 
droplet are suppressed. At this stage, Xi,l is constant and steady-state vaporization prevails. 
Knowing Tw, all other parameters of interest can be evaluated. The steady-state vaporization 
problem is completely solved at this stage. 
In reality, the droplet temperature Tw and concentration Xi,l continuously change. Since the 
drop temperature keeps increasing as the drop evaporates, the latent heat must be modified to 
include sensible heat, Lsensible =L+cp(Tw(t)-Tinitial) where Tinitial is the temperature during initial 
period of drop vaporization. The next section will discuss these and the variations in diameter. 
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4.3.6 Liquid Phase Balance 
After time t, the droplet mass shrinks by an amount given by: 
tmmm isotisoiso o ∆−=
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where ∆t=t-t0 and miso,i is the mass fraction of component i remaining in the droplet at t=t0+∆t. 
Also 
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=  where dw is the regressing droplet diameter and ρmix is the density of the 
mixture varying temporally defined by: 
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Droplet regression can be written as: 
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where the varying mass of the droplet and density of the mixture has been defined previously. 
Knowing instantaneous YI,l, we can get mole fraction of i. Alternately, one can obtain individual 
mole fractions using 
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where the varying number of moles of individual species i in liquid phase is given by: 
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The variation of composition with time is evaluated iteratively in a loop for various time 
intervals until diameter is reduced to zero. At every time interval the droplet temperature can be 
found iteratively with the knowledge of individual species mass fractions. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The present evaporation and combustion model was applied to study the vaporization and 
combustion of a single, stagnant multicomponent droplet. The results to be presented for pure 
vaporization include the case of a discrete compositional gasoline droplet followed by the 
application of the model to a combination of representative diesel fuels. Results are presented for 
droplet diameter for gasoline and evaporation rates of the individual species evaluated. For the 
diesel fuels, the model was applied to evaluate the concentration profiles of the volatile 
component, trace their temporal profile and to compare them with experimental results. 
To investigate the salient features of the combustion model, a two-component mixture 
consisting of an alcohol-alkane namely octanol and undecane was selected for study. The 
combustion model was applied to the mixture and the results are validated with the experimental 
values of Law and Law16. Later, the combustion model was applied to investigate the temporal 
concentration profiles of representative diesel fuels already investigated for vaporization and the 
results compared with the experimental data of Randolph et al17. 
5.2 EVAPORATION RESULTS 
5.2.1 Gasoline Droplet 
Gasoline droplet was modeled as a discrete compositional multicomponent droplet rather 
than a continuous composition model, thereby avoiding the continuous thermodynamics method 
which represents the fuel composition as a continuous distribution function with respect to an 
appropriate parameter such as molecular weight. The discrete compositional model facilitates the 
solving of transport equations for each species in order to track the fuel composition and 
vaporization behavior. 
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The physico-chemical and thermodynamic properties (Gallant18,19,20, Chemnetbase21) are 
summarized in Table 5.1. Initially, the environment is assumed to be devoid of any fuel vapor. 
For calculation purposes, the gas phase specific heat was taken to be that of the fuel vapor at an 
average temperature of (T∞+Tw)/2. Using the expression from Borman and Ragland22, it was 
calculated as 1.942 kJ/kg-K. 
 
 
 
Table 5.1. Thermodynamic properties and composition of the components of gasoline 
(Hamilton23) 
 
Component        025 Cρ (kg/m
3)        W(kg/kmol)                Lbp(kJ/kg)                   Tbp(K)          Xl 
 
Normal paraffins 
n-butane     573                       58.12        386.08            272.65     0.03 
n-pentane     626                       72.15        357.45            309.21     0.03 
n-hexane     661                       86.18        334.78            341.88     0.03 
n-heptane     680                      100.2        317.05            371.55     0.03 
n-octane     699                      114.23        301.23            398.82     0.03 
 
Cycloparaffins 
Cyclopentane     746                      70.13        393.55            322.45     0.06 
Cyclohexane     774                      84.16        355.88            353.95     0.06 
 
Aromatics 
Benzene     877                      78.11        393.28            353.24   0.175 
Toluene     867                      92.14        360.1            383.78   0.175 
 
Olefin 
Cyclopentene     772                      68.11        376.81             317.35     0.08 
 
Isoparaffins 
2 methyl propane   551                     58.12        360.06             261.45     0.15 
2 methyl butane     620                     72.15        339.13             300.95     0.15 
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The ambient temperature and pressure were taken as 1000K and 1 bar respectively. The flux 
ratio and rate of evaporation of each component of gasoline was evaluated using the approach 
outlined in the previous section. Table 5.2 summarizes the input parameters used for evaporation 
calculations. 
 
 
 
Table 5.2. Input data for isolated gasoline droplet evaporation 
 
 
Fuel Diameter = 600microns 
Ambient conditions 
Temperature (T∞) = 1000K 
Pressure (P∞) = 1 bar 
Transport properties 
cp= 1.942 kJ/kg-K 
ρD = 2.047*10-5 kg/m-sec 
 
 
 
The atmosphere is air and the only pressure considered was 1 atm (1 bar) because, apart 
from the slight pressure dependence of the various thermo-physical properties, its only influence 
on the model is through evaluation of the surface mole fractions, with obvious implications. All 
the ambient fuel vapor concentrations were set to zero for simplicity, hence excluding the 
possibility of condensation of any species. The results of the evaporation rates and flux ratios are 
summarized in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3. Evaporation rates of the components of representative gasoline fuel vaporizing at 
T∞=1000K, P∞=1bar with cp=1.942kJ/kgK and Tw=284K 
 
      Component                                      
.
910 ( / sec)im x kg−                                   εi 
 
    2 methyl propane                  70.37                                              0.5785 
    2 methyl butane                  19.00                                              0.1562 
    n-butane                     9.53                                              0.0783 
    cyclo pentene                    7.28                                              0.0599 
    benzene                     4.46                                              0.0367 
    cyclo pentane                    4.13                                              0.0339 
    n-pentane                     2 79                                              0.0229 
    toluene                     1.43                                              0.0117 
    cyclo hexane                     1.37                                              0.0113 
    n-hexane                     0.89                                              0.0073 
    n-heptane                     0.30                                              0.0025 
    n-octane                     0.11                                              0.0009 
 
 
 
 
The calculated diameter (d2 as a function of time) for a gasoline droplet, is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
Droplet surface area decreases gradually with time from the beginning and the evaporation 
constant, which is defined as the negative of the gradient of the surface regression curve, i.e., 
αe=-(dD2/dt) was obtained as 0.344 mm2/sec. Fig. 5.2 portrays the relative volatilities of the 
components of the gasoline droplet considered. The relative volatilities is measured as a ratio of 
the mole fraction of the components in the gaseous phase to that in the liquid phase at different 
temperatures. It can be easily observed that 2-methyl propane is the most volatile component and 
n-octane, the least volatile at all temperatures considered. For all calculations, the initial droplet 
diameter was taken as 600µm and ρD (=λ/cp) was assumed constant and evaluated as 2.047 x 10-
5 kg/m-sec. It is important to infer that gasoline droplets do not reach a steady temperature, as in 
the case of single component droplets. This is because the composition of the droplet is 
continuously changing as the more volatile components are vaporized. 
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Fig. 5.1. Evaporation of stagnant gasoline droplet in quiescent ambient air. T∞=1000K, P∞=1bar , 
Tw,0=284K, d0=600µm. 
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Fig. 5.2 Relative volatilities of components of gasoline droplet at different temperatures. 
 
 
 
The model indicates preferential vaporization of the highly volatile light-end components as 
shown in Fig. 5.3. 
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Fig. 5.3 Vaporization characteristics of individual species of gasoline droplet. 
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5.2.2 Diesel Droplet 
The evaporation model described in the previous section was used to evaluate the variation 
of volatile molar fractions for a system of binary mixtures that represent diesel fuels as far as 
their volatility ranges are concerned. This binary system was chosen for investigation because 
experimental data was available from Randolph et al.17 for the selected mixtures. Initial droplet 
heating period was not taken into account and the results are presented for steady and unsteady 
vaporization. Table 5.4 summarizes the thermo-physical properties (Chemnetbase21) of the 
individual hydrocarbons whose mixture in varying proportions signifies them as representative 
diesel fuels. The hydrocarbons chosen as representative of diesel fuels were binary mixtures of 
hexadecane with decane, hexadecane with dodecane, and hexadecane with tetradecane. 
 
 
 
Table 5.4. Thermo-physical properties of hydrocarbons representative of diesel fuels 
 
                  Component                            W (kg/kmol)                   L (kJ/kg)              Tbp (K) 
 
               Decane(C10H22)                           142.3                               278.2                  447.2 
               Dodecane(C12H26)                       170.3                               258.8                  489.3 
               Tetradecane(C14H30)                    198.4                              242.8                  526.6 
               Hexadecane (C16H34)                   226.4                              228.9                  560.0 
 
 
 
The diesel fuel investigation was split into three categories in the increasing order of 
volatility differentials. The relative volatilities of the components of the considered diesel droplet 
at various temperatures are shown in Fig 5.4. It can be inferred from the graph that decane is the 
most volatile and hexadecane, the least volatile among the droplets considered. The first mixture 
investigated was a binary droplet of hexadecane (designated by the symbol C16) and tetradecane 
(C14) and the other two investigated mixtures were hexadecane (C16) with dodecane (C12) and  
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Fig. 5.4 Relative volatilities of components of diesel droplet at different temperatures. 
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hexadecane (C16) with decane (C10). Table 5.5 summarizes the input parameters used in the 
evaluation of diesel droplet evaporation characteristics. 
 
 
 
Table 5.5. Table of input data for isolated diesel droplet evaporation 
 
Fuel Diameter = 250 microns 
Ambient conditions 
Temperature (T∞) = 1020K 
Pressure (P∞) = 1 bar 
Transport properties 
cp= 3.8 kJ/kg-K 
ρD (C16/C14) = 6.177*10-5 kg/m-sec 
ρD (C16/C12) = 5.58*10-5 kg/m-sec 
ρD (C16/C14) = 4.93*10-5 kg/m-sec 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of mass fraction in the liquid phase for the volatile component 
of the different mixtures mentioned above. With the instantaneous values for the droplet 
evaporation rate, flux ratios of species and the mass fractions of the species at the surface, the 
droplet size, concentration (in liquid phase), and temperature history are quantified. A less 
rigorous numerical techniques was utilized in the evaluation process in which the parameters 
were evaluated at time t=0 and then marched to get the solutions at time t. The accuracy of the 
technique increases with decreasing step size. During the calculations, it was assumed that the 
droplet had an initial temperature corresponding to the steady state droplet temperature for the 
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given ambient conditions and initial mixture concentrations. The very purpose of using this 
temperature as the starting temperature for the droplet is to analyze the parameters with varying 
droplet composition rather than the transient heating effects. 
The results presented correspond to an initial compositional fraction of 0.65, 0.6 and 0.55 
respectively for the volatile component. Fig. 5.6 shows the square of droplet size as a function of 
time for the three cases. The curve is nearly a straight line indicating that at higher ambient 
temperatures wherein the droplet undergoes pure vaporization, the rate of vaporization follows 
the steady state pattern in that they are indifferent to changes in the droplet composition. The 
results indicate that as vaporization is initiated, the droplet remains at its initial temperature and 
the vaporization is dominated by the more abundant volatile component. The molar composition 
of the volatile component decreases monotonically and this would increase the droplet 
temperature which would reach a new steady state as the vaporization becomes more non-
volatile component dominated. It is noted that at all times, the more volatile component is 
preferentially vaporized. If we invert the molar fractions making the mixture to be non-volatile 
dominant, still dodecane, tetradecane and decane which constitute the volatile fractions, would 
be preferentially vaporized. The only difference in this situation would be the rapid attainment of 
the transition to non-volatile evaporation regime. 
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Fig. 5.5 Temporal variation of volatile molar fractions for mixtures of hexadecane with 
tetradecane, hexadecane with dodecane, and hexadecane with decane undergoing evaporation at 
1020 K (initial droplet diameter is 245 microns). 
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Fig. 5.6 Temporal variation of diameter for mixtures of hexadecane with tetradecane, 
hexadecane with dodecane and hexadecane with decane undergoing vaporization at 1020K. 
 
 
 
The gas phase temperature and concentration profiles of the components of the diesel 
component were also studied. The temperature profiles of the three binary droplets are shown in 
Fig 5.7. It can be observed that the profiles attain a steady state as we move away from the 
droplet. 
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Fig. 5.7 Gas phase temperature profile for binary droplets of diesel undergoing vaporization at 
1020K. d0=1020K. 
 
 
 
The concentration profiles of each of the binary droplets of hexadecane with tetradecane, 
hexadecane with dodecane and hexadecane with decane are shown in Figs. 5.8-5.10. The profiles 
indicate that the concentrations decrease as we move away from the droplet surface as expected. 
This is due to mass diffusion from the surface to the ambient and is dictated by the amount 
present at the wall surface. 
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Fig. 5.8 Gas phase concentration profiles of binary droplet of hexadecane with tetradecane 
undergoing vaporization. T∞=1020K, d0=245µm. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.9 Gas phase concentration profiles of binary droplet of hexadecane with dodecane 
undergoing vaporization. T∞=1020K, d0=245µm. 
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Fig. 5.10 Gas phase concentration profiles of binary droplet of hexadecane with decane 
undergoing vaporization. T∞=1020K, d0=245µm. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.11 shows the predicted history of droplet temperature for the three binary droplets 
discussed above at an ambient pressure of 1bar. These results incorporate unsteady vaporization 
model with the sensible latent heat of the droplet being considered. The variation of liquid phase 
mass fraction for the volatile components of the three binary droplets is shown in Fig. 5.12. 
5.2.3 Comparison with Experimental Results 
For the model calculations, the ambient was assumed to be at 1020K and the droplet 
diameter 245microns. The first point corresponds to the initial state when vaporization is 
initiated. It can be observed from experimental evidence that while C16/C14 droplet seems to 
behave in a steady state manner, for the C16/C12  and C16/C10 droplet, the concentration of the 
more volatile component, namely dodecane and decane continuously decreases. 
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Fig. 5.11 Temporal behavior of temperature of binary droplets of diesel undergoing unsteady 
vaporization. T∞=1020K, do=245µm. 
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Fig. 5.12 Temporal variation of volatile component mass fraction of diesel droplets undergoing 
unsteady vaporization. T∞=1020K, d0=245µm. 
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5.3 COMBUSTION RESULTS 
The double Shvab-Zeldovich formulation explained in the previous section to model 
multicomponent droplet combustion was applied and validated against experimental data and the 
results are presented in this section. The model was first validated against a binary component 
droplet initially consisting of 50% undecane and 50% octanol by volume. The burn rate constant 
predicted from theory was validated against experimental data available from Law and Law16. 
The model was then applied to diesel-fuels represented by the hydrocarbons explained in the 
previous section in the same proportion in the liquid phase. The results from the model were then 
validated against and compared with the available experimental data from Randolph et al.17. 
5.3.1 Octanol-Undecane Droplet 
The binary components selected for the initial validation were octanol and n-undecane, 
which have identical boiling points at atmospheric pressure. Their thermo-physical properties are 
summarized in Table 5.6. Law and Law16 had earlier demonstrated the existence of d2-law for 
these multicomponent droplets. It is against these results that the current model was validated. 
The choice of the droplet was based on the necessity to reduce internal bubbling (Law25) and 
pre-vaporization before ignition. The volatility of the droplet selected accounts for minimum 
compositional variation and minimal droplet heating. These criteria serve as assumptions for our 
model.  
 
 
 
Table 5.6. Thermo-physical properties of octanol and n-undecane 
 
Component               W(kg/kmol)              L(kJ/kg)             Tbp               hc (kJ/kg)           υo2 
 
Octanol                     130.2                        388.3                467.5            40651                   2.954 
n-undecane               156.3                         265                   469              47540                   3.487 
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The combustion of a binary component droplet was investigated in an environment 
having a pressure of 1atm and Xo,∞=0.4. The ambient temperature was taken as 1000K and the 
droplet radius 470microns. In Fig. 5.13, the experimental data for the burn rate constant is 
compared with that from the theoretical curve. The burn rate constant evaluated through the 
model was 1.17mm2/sec and that from experiments was 0.952mm2/sec. The curve does not show 
the droplet heating time, which might span about 10-15% of the droplet lifetime. The rates of 
vaporization of the two droplets are more or less the same due to identical volatilities and hence 
it might be reasonable to predict a steady state temperature. It is clear that the theoretical curve 
compares well with the experimental data.  
5.3.2 Diesel Droplet 
The experimental results of Randolph et al.17, all on binary droplets representative of 
diesel fuels in their volatility ranges were used as a test of validation for the combustion 
parameters evaluated using the present model. All the results presented here are for the pure 
combustion of three different binary droplets with the ambient at 1300K. For combustion 
calculations, the gas phase specific heat was taken as 2.5 kJ/kg-K. The gas phase properties are 
representative of those of the mixture consisting of fuel vapor and ambient gas between Tw and 
T∞. The initial droplet diameter was taken as 255µm. Fig. 5.14 shows the molar concentration 
profiles (non-dimensional) of the volatile component, namely decane, dodecane and tetradecane 
in the mixture. In Fig. 5.14, the first point corresponds to the state when ignition has just been 
achieved. The curve from the model shows that for all the three binary droplets, the 
concentration of the more volatile component in the mixture continuously decreases. 
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Fig 5.13 Comparison of model and experimental burn rates of a binary droplet of octanol and 
undecane. T∞=1000K, do=940µm. 
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Fig 5.14 Temporal variation of volatile molar fractions for binary mixtures of hexadecane with 
tetradecane, hexadecane with dodecane, and hexadecane with decane, undergoing combustion at 
1300K (initial droplet diameter is 255µm). 
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Fig. 5.15 shows the variation of square of the droplet diameter with time. The calculated 
property values are tabulated in Table 5.7 for the droplets. 
 
 
 
Table 5.7. Calculated property values for the binary droplets representative of diesel fuels 
 
Mixture                                             ρD (x 10-5) (kg/m-sec)                        hc,O2 (kJ/kg) 
 
 
C16/C14                                                         9.917                                   13644 
C16/C12                                                         8.673                                   13626 
C16/C10                                                         7.378                                   13627 
 
 
 
 
The gas phase temperature and concentration profiles of the components of the diesel 
component undergoing combustion was also studied. The temperature profiles of the three 
binary droplets are shown in Fig 5.16. It can be observed that the temperature in the gas phase 
increases as we move towards the flame radius. The gas phase temperature is maximum at the 
flame where there is stoichiometric combustion of the species. As we move away from the flame 
towards the ambience, the gas phase temperature decreases till becomes equal to the ambient 
temperature. 
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Fig. 5.15 Temporal variation of diameter for mixtures of hexadecane with tetradecane, dodecane  
and decane undergoing combustion at 1300K. d0=255µm. 
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Fig. 5.16 Gas phase temperature profiles for binary droplets of diesel undergoing combustion. 
T∞=1300K, d0=255µm. 
 
 
 
The concentration profiles in gas phase of the individual species of the binary diesel droplet 
undergoing combustion are shown in Figs. 5.17-5.19. The profiles indicate that the 
concentrations decrease as we move away from the droplet surface and reduce to zero at the 
flame radius where it is completely consumed by the oxidizer species. The profile of the oxidizer 
species is also shown in the figure. It can be observed that the oxidizer gets completely 
consumed at the flame radius as expected. 
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Fig. 5.17 Gas phase concentration profiles of oxygen, hexadecane and tetradecane for a binary 
droplet of hexadecane and tetradecane undergoing combustion. T∞=1300K, d0=255µm. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.18 Gas phase concentration profiles of oxygen, hexadecane and dodecane for a binary 
droplet of hexadecane and dodecane undergoing combustion. T∞=1300K, d0=255µm. 
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Fig. 5.19 Gas phase concentration profiles of oxygen, hexadecane and decane for a binary 
droplet of hexadecane and decane undergoing combustion. T∞=1300K, d0=255µm. 
 
 
 
5.3.3 Comparison with Experimental Results 
The experimental results as seen from Fig 5.14 seem to indicate a strong influence of liquid 
phase mass diffusion. Hence, this model serves as a good source to test the assumption if internal 
circulation is sufficiently strong for these droplets. Fig. 5.14 strongly seems to show that as the 
properties continuously change, the concentration continuously changes and attains a steady state 
only after the volatile component has been completely vaporized and the droplet is left with one 
component. The result from the model (continuous line) varies from the experimental data values 
(data points) in that the experimental values suggest steady state variation for the deviation of the 
mixture with lesser volatility differential. The experimental behavior once again seems to 
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indicate the role of liquid phase mass diffusivity. Since the gasification rate for burning is 
dominant compared to the case of evaporation, the slope indicates a longer time available for 
diffusion in the case of evaporation. 
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 SUMMARY 
The spherically symmetric combustion of a single, isolated fuel droplet continues to be a 
viable configuration in which to study fundamental liquid combustion phenomena. The results 
presented in this thesis serve as approximate solutions through a simple formulation to analyze 
combustion problems of multicomponent fuels. Unfortunately, there is lack of available 
experimental data to validate the results as applied to transportation fuels of the likes of gasoline 
and diesel probably due to complex phenomena within liquid phase during combustion. The 
validation of the model has been attempted and has proven successful against available 
experimental data involving binary droplets.  The double Shvab-Zeldovich formulation 
developed for binary mixture can be applied to any multicomponent fuel to determine its 
combustion characteristics. The major results from the thesis are summarized here along with 
possibilities for continued research in droplet combustion and other related areas. 
6.1.1 Gasoline Droplet Evaporation Results 
The evaporation results indicate preferential vaporization of highly volatile light-end 
components in gasoline. The results indicate that gasoline droplets do not reach a steady drop 
temperature as in the case of single-component droplets. This is because the droplet composition 
continuously changes with preferential vaporization of volatile components. Droplet temperature 
and concentration profiles are not plotted for lack of experimental data available on gasoline for 
validation. However theoretical results are presented. Droplet lifetime predicted by the model 
assumes that droplet temperature is uniform while interior temperature could be different 
compared to surface temperature during heating process, particularly for a large drop. It is found 
that the droplet surface area decreases gradually with time from the beginning and the 
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evaporation constant is 0.344 mm2/sec in close agreement with the results from the evaporation 
model of Ra and Reitz26. 
6.1.2 Diesel Droplet Evaporation Results 
By incorporating the multicomponent evaporation formulation developed by Annamalai et 
al.2, evaporation of representative diesel fuels were modeled. Binary droplets with mixtures of 
hexadecane with tetradecane, dodecane, and decane were taken to be representative of diesel 
fuels considering their volatility ranges. 
The decrease of diameter-square with time is found to be linear. This resembles steady state 
behavior of droplet wherein the rate of vaporization is invariant to changes in droplet mixture 
composition. This is attributed to the high surrounding temperature to which the droplet is 
exposed. The numerical results for the validation of liquid phase concentration of the more 
volatile component within an individual binary droplet reproduce the qualitative results of the 
experiments by Randolph et al.17 wherein the mixtures diffuse internally inside the droplet. The 
results indicate that the extent of volatility differential and mass diffusivity of the droplet affect 
the liquid phase diffusional resistance. The model results show that the volatile component 
composition continuously decreases due to its preferential vaporization from the surface. Since 
the model does not incorporate liquid phase diffusion into it, the quantitative differences are 
expected. 
6.1.3 Octanol-Undecane Droplet Combustion Results 
The combustion model that has been formulated in this thesis is validated using the 
experimental results of Law and Law16 for a binary alcohol-alkane droplet of octanol and 
undecane. The burn rate obtained using the present double Shvab-Zeldovich formulation was 
1.17mm 2/sec which compared well with that obtained experimentally by Law and Law 16. The 
experimental data is based on the condition that droplet is not subjected to rapid internal motion. 
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In other words, experimental conditions were set up such that the combustion was liquid-phase 
diffusion controlled. This is different from the assumption of the present model, which assumes 
perfect mixing inside the model, i.e more internal circulation to keep temperature uniform. The 
burn rates agree well qualitatively. The slightly higher burn rate is attributed to the internal 
circulation through which the volatility differentials exert a higher influence on the burning 
behavior. Based on the validation of this value of burn rate, the formulation is then extended to 
model the combustion of diesel like fuels mentioned in the previous section. 
6.1.4 Diesel Droplet Combustion Results 
The multicomponent combustion model was applied to mixtures of C16 with C14, C12, and 
C10. The experimental data indicates that the concentration of the more volatile component 
deviates from steady state behavior with increasing volatility differential. This behavior seems to 
indicate the existence of liquid phase mass diffusivity. The theoretical model shows continuos 
decrease in the concentration profiles of the volatile components. The trend matches 
qualitatively with the experimental profile. 
The combustion model described in this thesis does not account for liquid phase mass 
diffusion and hence the effect of liquid phase Lewis number is neglected on the droplet 
gasification behavior. The available experimental data suggests that the gasification behavior is 
intermediate to those of distillation and diffusion limited steady state whereas the calculations 
suggest more of batch distillation behavior. A direct implication of the presented results is that 
with rapid internal mixing, there would be no question of entrapment of the volatile components 
interior of the droplet leading to nucleation and further atomization. 
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6.2 FUTURE WORK 
The results presented and summarized in this thesis paves the way for further research in few 
directions. Potential research areas may include new multicomponent experiments, additional 
numerical modeling and study of droplet interior. 
6.2.1 Multicomponent Experiments 
The results presented in this thesis for evaporation of gasoline assumes gasoline to be made 
of discrete hydrocarbon fractions of fixed composition. In reality, gasoline, a petroleum 
distillate, comprises of more than 250 hydrocarbon species. Hence, it is desirable to device 
experiments to measure the combustion stages of volatile fuels like gasoline, diesel and 
kerosene. It is worth mentioning nevertheless that for volatile fuels of the likes of gasoline, it is 
difficult to achieve measurements of the combustion stages at rigorously well-defined conditions 
(Ra27). It is a challenge to design such an experiment and validate data of models. Through these 
experiments, it is also possible to validate if the multicomponent combustion of droplet of the 
likes of gasoline holds the assumptions of the model in good stead. It could serve as a good 
source to identify the gasification behavior. 
6.2.2 Droplet Combustion Modeling 
Additional droplet evaporation and combustion models have to be developed which takes 
into account liquid phase diffusion. Currently, the evaporation models formulated to understand 
multicomponent evaporation characteristics of gasoline (Ra and Reitz26,28 ) and kerosene 
(Harstad and Bellan29) utilize the method of continuous thermodynamics to model these 
multicomponent fuels. Including liquid phase diffusion of droplet in these models might give a 
better idea on droplet behavior in the absence of internal mixing and prove to be a better 
platform for experimental validations.  
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As the ambient temperature increases, the results become sensitive to the variations in the 
transport properties. The present and available models use constant transport properties in the 
gas phase assuming a Lewis number of unity. The evaporation and combustion characteristics 
can be more accurately predicted by developing a model, which incorporates into it the transport 
property variations of each species in the gas phase.  
6.2.3 Study of Droplet Interior 
There has been considerable dispute with regards to what is happening to the species inside 
the droplet. Certain experiments seem to indicate liquid phase diffusional resistance whereas 
some indicate batch distillation mode with uniform droplet composition. This puts into doubt the 
concept of internal motion within the droplet in the presence of convection for different multi -
component fuels. A detailed study of the droplet internal motion and transfer processes might 
resolve this issue. 
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APPENDIX A 
SHVAB-ZELDOVICH (SZ) VARIABLE FOR MULTICOMPONENT FUELS 
This appendix presents a derivation for SZ formulation for a fuel system consisting of 
multiple components. Illustration will be provided for two components. The gas phase 
conservation equations for the species and thermal enthalpy are written as follows: 
'''.. AAA wYDYv =

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                                                      (A) 
'''.. BBB wYDYv =

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                                                       (B) 
'''
,
.
'''
,
.
.
.
2222
. BOAOOO wwYDYv +=

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                                 (C) 
.
'''.
,
'''
.
.
,. BBcAAcTT whwhhDhv −−=

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                            (D) 
where  
AAO OA Pr2,2 →+υ                                                                                                                      (E) 
BBO OB Pr2,2 →+υ                                                                                                                      (F) 
The SZ variables can be defined based on the coupling between the fuel-oxidizer species and 
fuel-energy. Equations (A)-(D) can be coupled accordingly after applying the results from the 
law of stoichiometry given below, for each of the single step reactions involving components A 
and B. 
.
'''
.
,
'''
,
..
'''
'''
.
.
'''
,
.
'''
2
2
2
2
11
II
BO
BOB
AO
AOA wwww
ww
=
−
=
−
==
−
=
−
Ι
υυ
                                                                     (G) 
Then Equations (A)-(D) become: 
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'''.. IAA wYDYv −=

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                                                    (H) 
'''.. IIBB wYDYv −=

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                                                     (I) 
'''
.
,
'''
.
.
.
.
, 2222. IIBOIAOOO wwYDYv υυρρ −−=

 ∇−∇ →                                                                     (J) 
.
'''.
,
'''
.
.
,. IIBcIAcTT whwhhDhv +=

 ∇−∇ → ρρ                                                                               (K) 
Multiply (H) by AO ,2υ  and (I) BO ,2υ , add the results, then subtract the result from (J). Then: 
.
0.
22
=

 ∇−∇
−−−−
→
BAOBAO Dv βρβρ                                                                                     (L) 
where the modified SZ variable is defined as below 
BBOAAOOBAO YYY ,, 2222 υυβ −−=−−                                                                                             (M) 
 
Similarly multiply (A) by ACh ,  and (B) by BCh , , add them and add the result with Equation 
(D). Then: 
.
0. =

 ∇−∇
−−−−
→
BAhBAh TT Dv βρβρ                                                                                   (N) 
 
where 
BBCAACTBAh YhYhhT ,, ++=−−β                                                                                              (O) 
Equation  (K) can be rewritten as: 
.
'''.
,,
'''
.
.
,, 2222. IIBOOCIAOOCTT whwhhDhv υυρρ +=

 ∇−∇ →                                                           (P) 
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The heating values based on stoichiometric oxygen are approximately constant for most 
hydrocarbons, i.e 
BO
BC
AO
AC
OC
hh
h
,
,,
,
2,2
2 υυ
≈= . Multiply (J) by 
2,OC
h and add with (P). Then: 
.
0.
22
=

 ∇−∇
−−
→
OhOh TT Dv βρβρ                                                                                       (Q) 
where  
2
2
2
,
O
OC
T
Oh Yh
h
T
+=
−
β                                                                                                                 (R) 
This variable is used to determine the approximate burn rate of a multicomponent fuel. The 
procedure to determine the approximate solution is described in Appendix B. Generalizing for 
multiple components and replacing A, B… by 1,2,3 etc. and using the continuity equation 
0. =∇ vρ : 
.
0. =

 ∇−∇ → βρβρ Dv                                                                                                       (S) 
∑
=
−−
−=
k
k
kkOOO YY
1
...21 ,222 υβ                                                                                                          (T) 
∑
=
−−
+=
k
k
kkCTh YhhT
1
,...21β                                                                                                             (U) 
2
2
2
,
O
OC
T
Oh Yh
h
T
+=
−
β                                                                                                                 (V) 
where 
...
2,
2,
1
1,
,
2,2
2
O
C
O
C
OC
hh
h
υυ
≈=                                                                                                                (W) 
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APPENDIX B 
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO DETERMINE DROPLET BURN RATE 
Equation  (S) of Appendix A for a spherical coordinate system is written as: 
2 2
2
1 ( )d d dvr r D
dr r dr dr
β βρ ρ=                                                                                                   (A) 
which is similar to the conventional conservation equation for as single component drop. 
 The solution of the modified SZ Equation (A) is given by 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
1 w
e
w e
ξ
ξ
β ξ β
β β
−
−
− ∞
−
=
− ∞ −
                                                           (B) 
The approximate burn rate is obtained by applying the interface energy and species boundary 
conditions (Annamalai15) and coupling them as shown below. The interface energy conservation 
is given as 
( )BBAA
w
T LLh εεξ +−=



∂
∂
               (C) 
 
The interface species boundary condition is given as 
iwi
w
i YY εξ =+


∂
∂
, , i=A,B…              (D) 
2
2 ,
0O O w
w
Y
Yξ
∂ 
+ = ∂ 
               (E) 
Equation (D) is expanded for the two fuel components A and B and the corresponding 
equations multiplied by the heat (enthalpy) of combustion and coupled with Equation (C) to get 
the following condition: 
,( )T T
h A B
h A B w multi c multi
w
L h
β βξ
− −
− −
∂ 
+ = − + ∂ 
                                                                              (F) 
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Here Lmulti is defined as ( )BBAA LL εε +  and hc,multi is defined as ( )BBcAAc hh εε ,, +  and the 
right hand side in Equation (F) is designated as F. Differentiating Equation (A) with ξ , 
evaluating at wξ ξ= and using the result in Equation (F): 
( ) ( )
( ) 



−
∞−
+=
wF
w
w β
ββξ 1ln               (G) 
Similarly “F” can be obtained for other modified SZ variables. Table below tabulates the 
results. 
 
 
 
β  F 
Th A B
β
− −
 
2Th O
β
−
 
2O A B
β
− −
 
,multi c multiL h− +  
2,
/multi c OL h−  
2 ,O avg
υ  
 
 
 
With 
2Th O
β
−
, F=
2,
/multi c OL h− , the burn rate expression is obtained as: 










+
+=
∞
∞
2
2
2
,
,
,
,
1ln
oc
multi
oc
T
o
w
h
L
h
h
Y
ξ                                                                                                           (H) 
 
Equation (H) is the expression for the burn rate of a multicomponent fuel based on which 
other combustion parameters can be evaluated. Note that Lmultiis still unknown since it depends 
upon flux ratios. Appendix C describes the procedure. 
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APPENDIX C 
RELATION BETWEEN SURFACE FUEL VAPOR MASS FRACTION AND 
FLUX RATIOS 
The relationship between the surface fuel vapor mass fraction and the fuel species flux ratios 
is essential to evaluate the flux ratios, which in turn determines the burn rate. The relationship is 
established starting from the solution for the species equation. In general, the solution for the 
species equation (say species A) is given by: 
ξξ −+= eCCYA 21)(                                                                                                                     (A) 
It can be easily shown that , ,
, ,
...A w B w
A w B w
C
Y Y
ε ε
= = =  as long as diffusivities of A,B,…are all 
equal to each other. Equation (A) can be applied between wo ξ ξ  for pure evaporation. For 
combustion case Equation (A) is applicable between w fξ ξ ξ  where flame isassumed to be 
located when 
2
0O A Bβ − − = . Utilizing the boundary conditions that YA(ξW)=YA,W and YA(ξf)=0, 
the equation is solved to yield the following result: 
( )
( ),( )
f
fW
A A W
e e
Y Y
e e
ξξ
ξξξ
−
−
−
−
−
=
−
                                                                                                        (B) 
Similarly for species B, 
( )
( ),( )
f
fW
B B W
e e
Y Y
e e
ξξ
ξξξ
−
−
−
−
−
=
−
                                                                                                         (C) 
Substituting these equations in the species boundary condition given by Equation (D) of 
Appendix B, the following expressions can be derived for the individual species flux ratios: 
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( )
( ),
f
fW
A A W
e
Y
e e
ξ
ξξε
−
−
−
= −
−
                                                                                                            (D) 
( )
( ),
f
fW
B B W
e
Y
e e
ξ
ξξε
−
−
−
= −
−
                                                                                                            (E) 
Dividing (D) by (E) gives the following expression: 
, ,
A B
A w B W
c
Y Y
ε ε
= =                                                                                                                            (F) 
which is similar to the result for pure evaporation. Generalizing Equation (F): 
, , ,
...CA B
A w B w C w
c
Y Y Y
εε ε
= = = =               (G) 
Then: 
, , ,... ( ...) (1 )A B A w B w I wc Y Y c Yε ε+ + = + + = −             (H) 
Summing the flux ratios of all the i species and using equation (H): 
( ) ,,
1
1
i
i WI W YY
ε
=
−
,i=A,B,C…                                                                                                        (I) 
Equation (I) establishes a simple relationship between the vapor species surface mass 
fractions and flux ratios. The flux ratio evaluated from this is then used to estimate the burn rate. 
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APPENDIX D 
ESTIMATING FLAME RADIUS AND FLAME TEMPERATURE 
An expression for the flame radius can be derived by applying suitable SZ variable to the 
solution of the modified SZ Equation (S) given in Appendix A. Using the SZ variable given by 
Equation (M) of Appendix A, the solution of equation (S) simplifies to: 
1
1
f
W
W
e
e
ξ
ξ
β
β β
−
∞
−
∞
− −
=
− −
                                                                                                                    (A) 
Where β  could be 
2Th O
β
−
or 
2O A B
β
− −
.Using the expression that 
.
4f f
m
Dr
ξ
πρ
=  
and )1ln(
4
.
B
Da
m
W +==
πρ
ξ , we get the following relationship between ξ and ξW: 
ln(1 )f W
f f
a aB
r r
ξ ξ= = +                                                                                                            (B) 
Combining Equations (A) and (B), the expression for flame location is obtained as: 
ln( 1)
1f W
B
B
βξ β β
∞
∞
  
= − +  + −  
                                                                                             (C) 
Similarly an expression for the flame temperature can be obtained using the SZ variable given by 
Equation (R) of Appendix A and applying it to the general solution of the modified SZ equation. 
Solving: 
2, 1(1 )
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